FIRST OVER EVEREST
the telephoto lens presented some difficulty, for there was
nothing far enough away to give an adequate test. Ultimately
we found that by mounting the camera on die extreme stern
of the ship we could just manage to get a head and shoulder
portrait of the captain on the bridge.
Our first view of India was an ideal introduction to the
country. Just before midnight on die 2nd March the P. & O.
Mooltan slowed down to pick up the pilot. Ahead, reflected in the
muddy water in a myriad spangles were the lights of Bombay,
row upon row, like strings of pearls, while the moon hung like
a Chinese lantern over the dark shore line. Quite definitely we
could smell India—the romantic scent of the East which we
diagnosed as being curry and burning cow-dung, in equal
proportions.
Next morning our eighty pieces of baggage were transferred
to the smaller steamer which sailed at ten o'clock for Karachi.
At Karachi we filmed the arrival and unloading of the huo-e
crates containing the Westland machines—and the scenes of
their assembly at the R.A.F. depot there. Here also we took
full advantage of the splendid workshops at die aerodrome and
the helpfulness of die Royal Air Force in making adjustments
to the cameras. Bonnett and Fisher also had their first flights
in the Wesdand Wallace and a chance for camera practice
from the cockpit.
We made immediate acquaintance with the servant problem.
The report soon spread of die arrival in the city of seven new
Sahibs, and as we came down to breakfast on die morning
after our arrival, we were waylaid by some forty perfect
servants, if one might judge by their tattered recommendations.
Veevers, with a fine flow of language, reduced them to some-
thing like order and we looked them over one by one, picking
the seven that looked the least dirty and rapacious. They
represented a wide range of religions. Two Hindus, two
Mohammedans, two alleged Christians, and one whose beliefs
still remain a mystery. My boy was one of the Christians; a
scholarly-rimmed looking man of indeterminate age with a
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